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ECONOMY, ENERGY AND FAIR WORK COMMITTEE 

PROTECTED TRUST DEEDS INQUIRY 

SUBMISSION FROM KPMG LLP 

Protected Trust Deeds 

1. What is your experience of Protected Trust Deeds (PTDs)? 
 
KPMG LLP administer all of the statutory debt solutions in Scotland. We are 
authorised by the FCA to act as Continuing Money Adviser in DAS and our Insolvency 
Practitioners act as Trustee in both sequestrations and PTDs.  We are also a Provider 
of Contracted out Insolvency Services to the Accountant in Bankruptcy. 
 
We have administered PTDs for over 20 years and during that time have completed 
the administration of over 10,000 PTDs. 
 
We are responding to this Consultation to offer our experience in this sector and 
because some of the statements made to the Economy, Energy and Fair Work 
Committee provide only part of the picture. 

 
2. What are the benefits of PTDs? 

 
PTDs offer simple and quick access to debt relief for those who require it without the 

perceived stigma of Bankruptcy. As PTDs have been developed, particularly 
over the last 10 years, increased creditor engagement, guidance for Practitioners 
and regulation have improved dividend rates and the speed of payment to 
creditors, reduced costs of administration and improved creditor reporting. 

 
PTDs deliver better dividends to creditors than Bankruptcy While this is in part due to 
the profile of the debtors seeking this solution it is also a factor of a less draconian 
process which the debtor can access and engage with. 

 
3. What downside is there to PTDs? 

 
A significant degree of scrutiny is already applied when the Trustee writes to the 
creditors requesting protection and before the Trust Deed becomes protected by the 
AIB. The criteria which the debtor must meet have been increased. For example, an 
individual cannot enter a PTD if they could pay their debts in full within 4 years.  
Recent legislative changes have also increased the term for which a debtor must 
contribute to their PTD from 3 to 4 years. Whilst not in legislation, informally, most 
creditor agents will not acede to a TD if the dividend offered is <10p in the £1. The 
current requirements strike the balance of providing a return to creditors while also 
offering debt relief to those who need it. 
 
The comments to the Committee allude to Trust Deeds being mis sold to individuals 
for whom it is not the most appropriate debt solution. Guidance for Insolvency 
Practitioners issued by both RPBs and AIB is very clear that the advice offered to an 
individual should be based on a full assessment of their circumstances by an 
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Insolvency Practitioner or a suitably experienced member of their staff. If this is not 
happening then these cases should be reported to the Insolvency Practitioner’s 
Regulator.  Regulation requires monitoring and enforcement and the solution to 
deficiencies at a case level is not further legislation.  
 
There has also been commentary about the failure rate for PTDs.  There appears to 
be some confusion about the issue being discussed. Broadly a PTD can fail because 
after entering the Trust Deed, the debtor “can’t” or “won’t” pay reducing or eliminating 
the projected return to creditors.  It is our position that if a debtor can demonstrate that 
they “can’t” pay then the PTD should not fail and assuming co-operation from the 
debtor they will receive their discharge at the end of the PTD term, notwithstanding 
that the originally projected return to creditors has not been delivered.  This is not 
universally adopted in the profession and change could be considered here.  
Conversely, for the relatively low but still significant number (KPMG reported 8% of 
failed PTDs in the year ended 31 March 2019) of “won’t pays” we would welcome a 
discussion about additional powers for the Trustee/consequences for the debtor. 
 
We understand that there is a significant variation in the cost of and types of outlays 
incurred by Insolvency Practitioner Firms in PTDs. Increased scrutiny by supervisory 
bodies and RPBs would ensure that the outlays are properly incurred and necessary 
for the administration of the case.  

 
4. Are there issues with the way PTDs are marketed and promoted to debtors? 

What are they? 
 
A significant proportion of marketing by Lead Generators/Debt Management Firms 
and Insolvency Practitioners is on line.  Following extensive lobbying the major Search 
Engine has recently moved to restrict those who can market debt solutions to either 
Insolvency Practitioners or those firms regulated by the FCA.  This may address some 
issues with on line marketing.  The RPB’s Ethical Code also already sets out that 
advertising by Insolvency Practitioners should be “legal, decent, honest and truthful”. 
We support strong penalties for those whose advertising is found to not abide by these 
principles. 

 
5. Are there incentives for providers to offer PTDs – and, if so, are these 

appropriate? 
 
Our employees are not remunerated on the basis of Debt Solutions sold, PTD or 
otherwise. It should be noted that currently the payment of Commission to an 
employee would be permitted under an IP’s Ethical Code. We are anecdotally aware 
that commission or bonuses based on sales are used in the industry and believe that 
this can drive unethical behaviour.  Resolving this would be complex given the 
extensive network of relationships between Lead Generators and Insolvency 
Practitioners but is an issue which should be addressed by the RPBs.   

 
6. Please provide any further comments you wish to provide on PTDs. 

 
In summary, many of the issues raised about PTDs should be resolved at a case or 
practitioner level by the Regulatory and Supervisory bodies. 
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The issues identified above which should be considered in a review of the current 
legislation, are clarifying the circumstances where it is appropriate for a PTD to fail, 
improving the powers of a Trustee to address “won’t pays” and ensuring there is 
consistency over the level of outlays charged in PTD cases. 

 
 
 
 
 

 


